FIBROBLASTS EXPLAINED: WHY THEY ARE IMPORTANT IN ANTI-AGING
New discoveries and scientific methods are creating powerful anti-aging products more frequently as
the science of cosmeceuticals advances. One of the most exciting developments in anti-aging products
comes from the use of stem cells from plant and human (NOT embryonic) sources. While the use of such
cells has become very controversial in medicine, their use in cosmetics is accepted, and stem cells from
both human and plant sources are being used to create unique and effective anti-aging serums.
One of the most effective compounds to reduce wrinkles and signs of aging today is Human Fibroblast
Conditioned Media. It is the key ingredient in our “Cell Renewal | Fibroblast Serum”.

What are Fibroblasts?
Fibroblasts are skin cells located in the dermis,
which is the inner layer of skin. (See fibroblasts
in the skin chart below):

Collagen is an important part of skin care, as
this protein keeps cells plump, smooth,
structured

and

firm.

Elastin

fibers

are

responsible for the skin’s elasticity.
As we age, our skin naturally loses both collagen
and elastin. Without collagen and elastin, skin
cells are no longer firm and they lose their
ability to stretch, which leads to wrinkles. Since
collagen forms the underlying structure of skin,
less of it shows up on the surface of the skin as
lines, sagging and thinning.
The chart below illustrates the situation:

Chart Courtesy “Advanced Professional Skin Care by
Peter Pugliese M.D.

Fibroblasts have a very specific function: to
create connective tissue, including collagen and
elastin.

Loss of collagen levels also contribute to a dull

What is Human Fibroblast Conditioned

skin tone, making our skin appear even older.

Media?

Sublime Beauty® often points out this loss of

Human Fibroblast Conditioned Media – what a

collagen as we age as a major factor to aging of

mouthful!

skin. Boosting collagen production is key to

Media are stem cells rich in growth factors.

youthful skin (along with protection from the

Human adipose tissue (which is essentially fat)

sun and healthy habits.)

or the cells from a baby’s foreskin are harvested

Fibroblasts Make the Difference
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and placed into a media solution.
It is important to understand that these cells
are differentiated from the embryonic stem
cells that have caused so many ethical
dilemmas within the medical and research
communities. Cosmetic companies do not use
embryonic stem cells.
To further elaborate on this point, Dr. Jessica

Krant, founder of Art of Dermatology in New
York, explains that these cells are not created
This is where fibroblasts come in and can work
their magic. Using specialized skin care
ingredients like Human Fibroblast Conditioned
Media based upon fibroblast technology, these
ingredients sink deep into the dermis layer of
the skin where special receptors on the
fibroblast cell connect with other molecules,

from tissue of terminated pregnancies but from
healthy babies and the cells would have been
discarded otherwise. She further explains that
these same cells became known in the field of
wound healing and burn healing. They help the
body’s natural produce to heal, showing clear
benefits for damaged skin.

which flips the switch to start generating new

With Human Fibroblast Conditioned Media, it is

collagen and elastin.

not necessary for a new batch of human tissue
to be used each time a batch of anti-aging
serum is manufactured. Because of the cloning
process in the lab, the same cells can continue
to generate new cells for a very long time.

Important Proteins & High Purity

Replacing Nutrients Our Skin Requires

Human Fibroblast Conditioned Media contains

Human Fibroblast Conditioned Media contains

proteins and enzymes that are secreted by the

many of the proteins and growth factors that

cells, and these secretions are what helps

healthy skin makes on its own.

reduce wrinkles and reverse the skin aging
process.

As we age, the skin produces less of these
proteins and growth factors, thus leading to

The ingredients in our “Cell Renewal |Fibroblast

wrinkles, sagging skin, dry skin, and all the other

Serum” are produced under the strictest quality

signs of aging. By applying this serum, we are

controls, in an FDA approved facility, using the

simply replacing nutrients, proteins and growth

latest extraction methods to capture the purest

factors that our skin requires to maintain a

cells. The cells are guaranteed to have purity of

youthful look.

97%- 100%.

It isn’t that our skin doesn’t already contain all
these factors, the skin simply doesn’t make
them in sufficient quantities any longer and the
conditioned media acts as a skin supplement to
Furthermore, the high percentage of active
growth factors used in our serum, with no

boost the levels of proteins back to youthful
levels.

additional fillers, provides a potency that is far

This allows skin that has been damaged by

greater than most.Growth factors are natural

sunlight and chemicals to repair itself and also

proteins that exist in abundance when we are

aids in the production of certain necessary

young.

compounds such as collagen.

The Serum Actually Makes the Skin

The TGF-b family (transforming growth factor-

Younger, Not Just Look Younger!

beta) is considered to be one of the more

It is actually amazing and wonderful that
bioengineering can mimic our own natural
processes and make our skin younger.

The

Human Fibroblast Conditioned Media doesn’t
just make skin look younger, it actually makes
skin younger.

important growth factor groups because a wide
variety of skin cells will recognize signals
generated by the TGF-b family of proteins. TGFb stimulates collagen production, promotes the
synthesis of extracellular matrix proteins, and
inhibits matrix degradation (thinning of your
skin) and it is found in our serum.

Doctors appreciated the potential as early as
the 19th century, all the way through wound
healing research.
When the lab-grown fibroblasts are added to
our skin, they make our skin believe that they
are our own cells, thus boosting production of
many compounds that lead to younger skin.
The enriched solutions have been shown to
contain human collagens (soluble), hyaluronic
acid,

essential

amino

acids,

natural

antioxidants, and naturally occurring growth
factors such as TGF Beta (induces collagen
synthesis), KGF (stimulates growth of epidermal
cells), VEGF (increases blood flow), and IL3/IL6
(reduces inflammation).

Very often these proteins and growth factors
are used in healing and repair. Most of the
useful research done so far has been on
speeding the healing of wounds, but the

Specific Proteins Include TGF-b

research is equally applicable to anti-aging and

It should also be mentioned that there are

replacing skin cells produced by the skin cells.

hundreds of different proteins in the skin. They
all perform slightly different functions and send

Lactic Acid

different signals to the cells.

Our

serum

also

includes

a

well-known

ingredient, Lactic Acid. Lactic Acid is an alpha-

hydroxy that relieves dry and aging skin. It

Thank you, and if you have any questions, do

increases water-holding abilities and helps to

contact me! Sign up for discounts, secrets deals

improve elasticity as well.

and our newsletter on our website.
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Use:
The serum should be applied twice daily (after
cleansing skin, morning and evening). Pump
once (or twice) into the palm of your clean
hand. Spread the serum on face and neck with
your fingertips, let absorb and follow with any
day or night cream.

One bottle should last

approximately 3 up to 4 weeks.
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Ultimately, the desired result for using the
serum is younger-looking, healthy skin. Human
Fibroblast Conditioned Media appears to deliver
not just skin that looks younger, but skin that
becomes younger. And who could ask for more
from their anti-aging serum?

